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ABSTRACT

.This guide for motorcycle Safety instructors is
intended to provide essential information in a usable format for
teaching the basic knowledge and skillsf-to (1) maintain the
motorcycle in a -safe riding conditioi: 121 develop an ability'to
handle the motorcycle in a sate and sane mannei: (3) develop
defensive drivinttechnigues: and'(4) understand the legal and moral
responsibilities assumed by the operator. After presenting. an
overvitew of the organization and administration- of.the guide, nine
instructioial units are outlined. The first f9uounits covet
classroom instruction on the following topics: an introdudtion to,
motorcycle safety education: knowing the motorcycle; riding the.
motercycle: and buying and insuring the. motoccyclei The last^five
units provide guidelines for teaching range.operation. The range
operation units include:. an 'introduction to range operation; the
first ride: basic motorcycle driving skills: routine riding
situations: and a serfes orrange exercises. (BM)
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FOREWORD

Education is acutely
cles on the streets and highways of Alabama. Each of aware of the tremenlous grow. in the use of motorcyus must recognize the fact that Th motorcyde is a Hart
of the daily traffic scene and we must learn to grant the
motorcycle rider the same res oct that we do ny
other driver. By the same token, the motorcycle rider must submit
to all rules, laws', and regplotions by which
other drivers abide.
The school has the importam responsibility of providing
experiences that will -build
sound attitudes, develop skills. tind impart knowleqge Which yvill educational
make life safer for our'school children.
In keeping wIth this departmenCs commitment to a comprehensive
program of traffic safety education for grades K-12, the State
will be teaching this importantDgpArtment_olleducation_pmsents-this-guide-tuaid-leachers-who'lirc-or-spon,
course.,

LeRoy, Brown

State Superintendent of Education

INTRODUCTION.
Each day as our traffic scene becomes more and more complex we are made incieasingly
aware of the need forltraffic safety education In our public schools. We are also aware that because
of economical anti recreational changes there is an ever-increasing number of motorcycles in this complex
traffic scene.

The'State Department of Education is aware of the responsibility that our schools have to
provide safety educatiop instruciign for our young people, and this guide for motorcycle safety
education Is a part of the K-12 program to which we are commitied.
The guide contains an admMistratiye section-that should be t arefully read by the administrators of local school systems. Also, it contains a section for classroom instruction and on-the-cycle instruction.
It is our hope that through the use Uf this, guide and the further development of the motorcycle safety education program, our young people can become more effective and safer motorcycle
riders.
J. C. Blair, Director
Division of Instructinn
4
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Organization and Admiinistration
I.

Nogram Responsibility

5.

A. The State-Department of Education is to supervise
and direct the comprehensive motorcycle and
traffic safety programs M the school systems.

0.

Tlw chief adniinistrative officer lof the State

11.

Department of Education is the State Superintendent of Education. It is his duty to administer this
slate plan as the administrative officer.

IL Minimum Startiards for Motorcycle Safety
Education Instructors
Motorcycle Education instructor Qualifications
1.
Each instructor shall have at least a Rank II
Alabama yeacher Certificate valid for teaching in Alabama schools.
2.

3.

4.

Each school system shall establish policies
which will insure that the instructor has no
physical qualities that would endanger students or other highway uslk.
Each instrUctor will have a valid Alabama
driver's licensi.
Each instructor must possess a safe driving
record free from repeated convictions of ma-

7.
B.

jor traffic law violations.
5.

6.

7.

Driving, exercise area will be marked with
lime 1r other suitable marking substances.
Other
instructional aids helphil in operating
,
the program will include but not he limited to
the following:
aT Instru(:tor aids
1) Clipboard
/
2) Rating sheets
,
3) Lesson plans
b. (ommunication equipment
1) Loudspeaker
2) Whistle
c. Mvintenance (quipment
1) Motorcycle reilair kit
2) Screwdrivers, pliers, etc.
3) Cleaning equipment
4) Extra spark plugs
Class size will range from 12 to 20 students.
An approved D.O.T. helmet will be obtained"
for each motorcycle, in the program. Plastic
headliners (such as a ladies folding rain cap)

will be used .to cover hair when students

Each instructor will be certified in driver

education Or Oysical education, and in addition will have gatisfactorily completed an approved motorcycle safety education course.
Beginning With the school year 1976-77 the
.motorcycle safety eaucation instructor will be
required to have completed an approved advanced course in motorcycle safety education.
The motorcycle safety education instructor
must be a full-time employee of the school
system'in which he is teaching.
Each instructor must have his application approved by the' Stale Superintendent of
Education.

9.

servance of safe driving procedures during

'on-cycle instruction periods.
Student Requirements

B.

1.

i motorcycle permit or license is a prereq-..
ifisite for the motorcycle safety education
course. This license or permit must be obtained befor4nrollment in the class.

2.

Enrollees must carry school insurance covering school-time activities orhow proof of private medical insurance plan.
Students will furnish long sleeve jacket, long
pants, gloves, and ankle-protecting shoes.
These items will be made of leather or some
other heavy material.

7

3.

III.Motorcycle Safety Education Program
Requirements

.,

share the same helmet.
The instructor will insist upon the strict ob-

i

A. Course Nwirements'
1.

A course will congist of a minimum of twenty
clock hours.

2.

On-cycle work will be confined to off-street
driving areas.
A flat hard surface of approximately 100 by

3.

IV. Obtaining, Equipping, and Using
Motorcycles
A. Obtaining Motorcycles
1. Motorcycles may be obtained on a loan, rental, or purchase basis. When motorcycles are
obtqined by loan or rental from a motorcycle,
dealer, it is important that all local dealers he
given the opportunity to participate.

200 feet is recommended, but dimensions may
vary in accordance with the area available.
4.

Traffic cones or stanchions are required in
proper numbers to outline the various driving

Schools incorporating motorcyclo safety

exercises.

education into their programs will conform to
3

the suggestions and recommendations presented in this guide. The motorcycle dealers
of the area will be presented with copies of
the proposedrprogram.
3.

other purpose. Misuse of safety education
motorcycles can lead to distrust on the part of
the dealers, causing them ill (1151011i111111! this
valuable tie rvi ce

Details such as the frequency with which
motorcycres should be replaced, necessary

2.

operating and Maintenance cost, and storage
will lw worked out before the cycles are ob-

recognite the services being rendered by

motordycle dealers coop.erating in the

tained.
4.

program.

If a school system plans to use a motorcycle

on a loan or rental basis, an agreement in

3.

which the conditions of the loan or rental are
clearly set forth will be, drawn up and signed
by school authorities and the lending or renting agency.
5.

School Authorities will_set up and .rigidlY
follow a definite 'plan foTpeiriodic motorcycle
inspection, maintenance, and repairs in accordance with the recommendations of motorcycle manufacturers.

H.

School systems including motorcycle safety
education should keep adequate reconls of
their use as a basis for improving instruction,
measuring-results, controlling costs, and protecting sttulents and school personnel.

V. Insurance of Motorcycles in the
Motorcycle.Safety Education Program
f"

A. Adequate motorcycle insurance coverage s'hould
-be provided for the protection of the school, the
t(acher, and the students who use the motorcycle,
,..
B. If the motoircycle is borrowed or rented from a

Use and Misuse of Instructional. Motorcycles
.1.

Proper care is necessary as the dealer likes to
get the motorcycle back in the best condition
possible. School authorities should properly

,

The school system should have a deafly
stated policy governing the circumst.ances,
times, and persons concerned with the use Of
motorcycles in motorcycle safety education

programs and should provide means for
assuring adherence to the policy. School
authorities should exercise extreme care to

)

motorcycle 'dealer, coverage (Chou 14 also be pro-

vided for the protection of the dealer.
C. In most instances it is tht obligation of the scliool
to provide this insurance.

prevent such motorcycles from being used in

D. Minimum coverage should include

unauthorized persons. Motorcycles on loan

E.

$100,0004300,000 public liabilily.

unusual plates at unusual times or by
from dealers for use in motorcycle safety
educafion instruction will not be used for any

Limits of collision and comprehensive insurance
(fire, theft,.glass breakage, etc.) will be left to the
discreti n of the local school system.
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UNIT A
INTRODUCTION TO MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION
I.

Introduction
hazardous ono. Basically the motorcycle is exactly
this, a hazardous means of transportation. While
this
state cannot be entirely eliminated, it can be mitigated
by a knowledge of motorcycle safety.
It is inevitable ahat -within the next several
because of the increasing prokrtems of traffic years,
tic.n,
limited expansion of road facilities, and conges,
the ener-

This guide is being offered to the
motorcycle safety instructor not as a "hard and fast- rule but that it might
prove to be an effective instrument in the preparation
of
his lesson plans. Its purpose from the start
was never to
he an inclusive but a conscientious effort to assemble
within a single volume essential idormation
in a usable
format.

gy crisis, an alteruative form of individualized transportation will be developed. To date the motorcycle
seems to
offer the-most practical alternative.

This motorcycle safety.education guide has been written with the knoWledge that it is an absolute
that the novice rider be provided with the necessity
minimal
basic knowledge essential for survival within today's
increasingly complex traffic environment.
Therefore, we must provide the basic knowledge and
skills essential to
1. maintain the motorcycle
in a safe riding condition
a. through a knowledge of
the vehicle, and
.

b.

Partly due to the lack of organized on-the-cycle instruction courses, many of the beginning
motorcycle
operators are unprepared and, too inexperienced to
cope with the problems confronting them hen diey

.

operate motorcycles upqn our streets tthl roads.
There is a need to aid the novice ingto
'dist -in

becoming a safer, more efficient user of our
transportation
system. This is an area in which our middle and
junior
high schools 4-pn become involved.

by means of systematic inspections and

checks.
2.

b.
C.

3.

-

Mmorcycles can be dangerous in the hands
of inex-

develop the ability to handle the motorcycle in a
safe and sane manner
a.
by use of drills-and practices,

perienced and )mmature operators. The increase of
users has brought about an increasing number of' accidents. About 20 percent of the persons involved in
motorcycle crashes are riding for the first or second
time.

other supervised ranges. activitim and
by means of simulation.

Surveys by varicius interested agencies
such us the NEI;
tional Safety Council reveal that 70 percent of all motnrcycle fatalities occur within the first six months
of riding or
wing a strange motorcycle. Furthermore, coincidentally,
a similar percentage of all automobile-motorcycle, conflictsiwithin the traffic mix are directly chargeable to the
automobile. The.reason is Simply that few automobile
drivers have been trained )o cope with the motorcyclist
on
the road. Aside from being cognizant of
limitations
inherent to two-wheeled vehicles. there are also certain
'psychological factors workingtoth directly and
indirectly
upon the' automobile driver. This imposes, in fact makes it

develop defensive driving techniques
a.
utilizing the -Smith System,'"
b. increasing perceptual skills,
c. understanding the 'Irides
of the road- and
pertinent traffic laws, rules, and regulations,
and

d.
4.

recognizing standard road signs, signals, and
markings.

understand the legal and moral responsibjlities
assumed by the operator.

imp.erative, that the motorcyclist be net only overly

II. A Background Survey

familiar with his vehicle and its limitations,as well as a
defensive operator.
Thus the critical period is the first six
months. T
the period within

Participation in motorcycling as a whole has been On
the increase since the end of World War II when an
interest in it was retained by returning servicemen
and, except for a hiatus in the 1950's bronght about by
the activities of such far-out groups as the proverbial
"Hell's Angels," it haS deservedly- maintained its
reputation as a clean-cut recreational vehicle albeit
a

motorcyclists.

which we hope to train our novice

,s
III. The Trend Across the Nation
The trend across the nation and in Alabama
during

-

7

2
; '7'

but as a basic nieans of transportation This has tosii
based upon a cold business appraisal of the future of

the last tow years has led to a dramatic I!)(.I(is( Ill tile
nunilwr of nuitoecycles On Our highways and byways both
as %eludes used in transportation and as recreational and
sporting vehicles

kiloton-NI hog, and millions of dollars have is`i'n I ()mind

led lomirds ttaining this gnat
The present -day traffic !nix presents the greatest
SlilgIP hazavl to the motorcyclists and conversely the
greatest single challenge to the rider because

By 1973 there were more than 7.50(000 In:ensed and

registred two,wheeled motor vehicles It is anticipated that an additional I.00(1.000 more will follow in
1974 with proportionate increases as the mota'rcycle
12lieco.mes more and -more a p.art of the transportatIonal-

tpe motorcycle is extr'eniely danger4s and
beconic;; even more so in the hands of au inex
perienced or unman-ire rider. and

_scene.

It is estimated that twii and one- half persons will he
riding eill:h vehicle, an estinfated cycling popuyion of
abmil 20.Oti0.000 riders In our own stale. "1973 saw
over 65.000 motorcyctrs licensi7d to!he driven trpon
Alabama's highways and this total filils' to include offstreet vehicles which reqUire no licensiug
Irmay be noted that the Japanese motorcycle nalustry.
whi. .suppliesi10% of the vehicluii On the wad today.
tutl _ow dffidod to concetWale On the Ati.iduction of
motorcycles not as pleasure or recreational vehicles

2.

the inotorcycles are-here to stay and will increasingly become a factor in tomorrow's traffic
I mix. Therefore. al this late date)t does not seem

feasille to re-educate the automolide driver to coexist with the niotorcyclists within the' tra'ffic.environnu.nt, hut a Iwconws incumbent upon the
ethicatidnal system to provide such an educational
experience.
We hope that in some small,way we canitalp along the
way.

44
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UNIT B
KNOWING THE MQTORCYCLE.
I. Identification of Components
Objective. StudenKmust b (dile to identify mid
describe the function of the various
components-of
alit motorcycle.

2.

,

Spine framtfc%
-lnickbom- made up of
.a single hir0-dianwter tube, or welded boxsection. Scooters usually use the spine frame

I.

Identification of components
a knowledge of eacli
of.lhc_! hundreds of parts ti,ssential in gm construction
of a mieforcycle is- not
necessary for safe olwr.ation.
However, there are several important components
with which every cyclist should be familiar.

A. Frame

Then frames are easily repaired when

damaged and have the added advantage of
being light but strong.-

Is
22

2

7

9
17

5

13.

construction.
1. Many tWo-w heelers will utilize a combination
of the above-mentioned constructions.
Wheels

.

Several different types of frame construction are
used in the manufacture of today's motorcycles.
The tubular frame is the most popular type.

17

)

Cradle or semi -cradle.frame locates the engine at
the bottom of a hiop or 'box- or tubing.

13

Wheel and tire requirements are determined by
the S17A! of the motorcycle and .its individual
usc.
The owner's. manual' of each motorcycle will be
helpful in this area."

C. Steering Head
The tteering head determines steering rigidity.
Diffe-rent adjustments will be necessary for the

You can use the following drawings as guides
to identify the various controls, devices and
related pArts. They will be shown from, a top view,
right-sidrand left-side view of the motorcycle.
The numbers indicate the following:
I. Ignition Switch
13. Starter
2. Clutch Lever
14. Oil Filler Cap
3. Headlight
15. Fuel Filler Cap
4. Taillight
16. Speedometer and Tachometer
5. Tutn Signal Light
17. Foot Pegs
6. Brake Lights
18. Mirror
7. Gear Change Lever
19. Shock Absorbers
8. Front Brake Lever
20. Folic Lock
9. Rear Byake Pedal
21. Kill Switch
10. Throttle
22. Horn
11. Choke
23. Side Ref lec tbrs
12. Fuel Supply Valve

5

4 and 6

9

(he engine is shut down Most-vycles also utilize a
reserve position as a low luel warning

different types
of driving. I e , highway driving re-.
.,

quires a still_adpistment %.% hilt! ,irmind town ilny

ing requires a looser adj(1stment
I).

7

Ignition Switch

11

Front and Rear Suspension
Frontond will. suspension Systprns vary with the.
types and makes of motorcycles.

I.

which must In! moved tO the o n position before tin: engine can be started. All inOtorcycles..

Front suspensoons are. usuali y ot the hyaped telescopin foik varietydfaulically dm

1..

Springing is Aksually accompliShed by nwans of a
2.

Poilspring encased vithin the fork' mechanism.

3.

fork moves through the same arc as, does the

chain. Coilspi.ings .and hydraulic dampers
control fork travel and are adjustable for varying loads.
H.

F.

'T.

Motorcycle engines may Ix: generally categorized into
the 4-stroke cycle and the 2Iwo distinct groups
stroke cycle. Each type has distinct advantages and

2.

3.

Inetrumentation, Lighting, Auxiliary Equipment
Instrumentation, lighting, and othel auxiliary equipment will vary greatly with different makes of motorcycles and with the use to which they will be put.
Instrumentation will include speedometer.
1.
odorneler, tachometer, high-low beam indicator. neutral gear indicator Icght and ignition
on-off indicator light.

4,

5.

toward the driver. This will increase the
Gas flow is decreased.on shut-off by twisting
tbe throttle. away 'from the driver,

Most motorcycles will relui4 to idling speed
when the throttle is released.
While riding, the -driVer shou ld ket:p a.
"knuckles up- grip on the throttle with the
fingers wrapped around the handlebal. grip.

D., Clutch Levee (
The clutch lever on a ,motorcycle corresponds to
the clutch pedal on a straight-shift automobile.,
This lever is located al the left handlebar grip
1.

Lighting will include 'high-low -beam
headlight, taillight and brake light, tag light, and
front and rear turn aulicatork

and is activated by squeezing the lever toward

the grip. This disconnects power from the

Auxiliary equipment is the most varied of all
and may include fenders, right and left rear-

rear wheel.

view mirrors, radio, high-rile hondlebars,

2.

Rowe is engaged by slowly releasing the
clutch lever while gradualky increasing the

3.

throttle opening.
The clutch lever is engaged and disengaged
(luring gear shifts and in starting-and stopping

'sissy' bar.' (a raise(i frame-work behind the
saddle), saddlebags, roll bars, passenger footpegs, wind screens and cowlings and other accessory itenis I(.)o numerotts,&.)mention.

the motorcyclp. The clutch must be

II. Operating the Controi Devices
The studant should be able to-operate
the various control devices without instruction.
Objective
'

Engine speed is.controlled by the .throttle in
that its Operation increases or decreases the
flow of fueLto the engine.
Gas flow is increased by twisting the throttle
speed of the engine.

disadvantages in certain applications, but ills pot
necessary to exaMine the types in any great detail.

3.

.

The throttle on a !notorcycle is-the equivalent of
the accelerator or "gas pifilal- on an automobile.
This control is !mated on the right handlebar grip.

Powerplanta

2.

incorporate pork and light
Many cycles
positions. The key can be removed in the off
and pork positions. Both the light and Ow (ni
positions will airtivale the ignition system.

(:. Throttle.

Front and Rear.Brakes
While most motorcycles utilize the_standard cable-operated driim-type -brake. many of .the late
model high performance motorcycles are fitted.,
with hydraulically activated disc brakes.

.

utilize a "kicKstart" mechanism. but many
modern cycles have afi electric starter as well.
The ignition switoh may be located at die
handlebars or below, the fuel tank Usually on
the left-hand sidp of the cycle.

Rear suspension systems utilize n swinging
fork with a pivot point near the gearbox. This

2.

Just as with the automobile, the ignition
switch is operated with a removable key,

E.

disengaged before shifting gears.
NeUtial Indicator

This greeii light is located in the instrument

A. Fueybut-off. Valve
This.j)etcock is usually located under the gas tan.k

and ifIliurne) to the on position-to supply fuel to
the etigine. Since this is a grakfity-fec(d system, the

F.

yalve 111118.1 always be put in the off Position when

cluster at the center of the handlebars and flashes
on when ihe transmission is in neutral position:
Gear Shift Lever
This lever is usually located on the left side of the

-I0

rt.

5

J

moturcycli kind is operated by the toe of die left

Turn Signal Swikh
'The turn signal switch is usually located on the

foot.
14

Gcor.changc is crIci.led
iii tht; leer
,

ilvpurssilt};

hIt hinillebt

It pieotion
right tui n nig
nals at front aial rear of the cycle. 1, position

vtteit nrotorcychl trkinsmissions
incorporate
Lou r or fke gear pON 01011S MO a neiitral posi-

flashes left-turn signals. This switch must lie
tetimird. to central position manually after the

hop.

1/11ben the. lever

turn is completed

is in the neutral positiou.

0

power is tranomitted _to, the r.11.r wheel. The
cycle eng ine IS usuaIlx started with the
lever

T,his device regolates- the fano of the fiAto -air
mixture to the engine. An increased ratip of fuel is
required to start a cold engine. The choke must be

nutral position.

4.

Low or first gearAs usuatly in the. full down
position and subsequent gears are selected by
lifting, the leyer one position at each gear

returned to the off position after the engine

,

Nklitral position may be .found between first

All Motorc.ycics are provided with some type

of -kick starter." This is a fold-out pedal located behind one of the fooqwgs. The kick
starter is activated by a quick downward

and second-gears On some cycles.
G. \\R'Oar Broke,

Tlw rear brake i$ pedal-operated with the pedal

shove to the bottom of the pedal stroke.

ustiatly located near the .right-hand footpeg.
1.
lleginning cyclists should use this brake only
in the Mitial stage of instruction since this insures more stable stopping conditions.
2.

The brake pedal should be depressed

3.

gradually but firmly to prevent skidding and
hiss of control.
3.

II

The rear brake,pridal activates tlw brake light,

F.

3.

4.

Speedometer-Odbmeter

dicates the rate of speed and the odometer indicates the nomber of miles travelled.
C. Tachometer

Tlw fro,nt lwake is engaged by gradually but
firmly squeezing the lever toward the hand

Thi§ instrument indicates how fast the engine is

ronning in revolotions per minute. All

grip.

A

Electric start systems are similar to those
foond m older automobiles. After the ignition
switch is noved to the on position. the starter
switch is lepressed tostart the engine. ,
The trans ission must be placed in the
neutral post ion with' either of these starting

As with the automobile. the speedometer in-

usually located at the right-hand grip.

2.

,

methods.

which indicates to following trliffk: hat the
cycle
slowing or stopping.
Front Brake
The front brake is activated With a layer which is
1.

us

warm to prevent possible engine damage.
E. Starter

change..
S.

Choke

tachometers

"red lined- and RPM must not
exceed this figure lest severe internal damage be
inntrred lb the engine,

his brake is engaged after the rear brake lo
iqsure stability and provides imich more
effective braking.
When the front brake is appliedt too hard, the
front wheel may -tuck under" or lock, throwing the rider.
The front brake is more effective because of
the weight-shift to the front when brakes are

1I

H. Fuel Filler Cap
On a motorcycle the fuel levelft is checked by
simply removing the filler cap and visually checking.

I.

applied,

III.Other Control Devices and Instruments
Headlight Switch
The headlight switch may be found in the instrument cluster.right or left handlebar or on the ignition switch.

Oil Filler Cap and Level indicator
Oil level is checked by,a dip stick attached to the
oil filler cap or through a glass window built into
the oil tank. This level, is extremelj, critical and
must not be ignored.
Battery

The battery is similar to an automobile battery
and supplies electrical power for starting, ignition,
and lighting.

B. Dimmer Switch and High-Beam Indicator
The diimier switch is located on the left or right

K

handlebar. A high-beam indiciitor is located in the
instrument cluster.

Tool Kit
A fairly completetool kit is usually provided with
new motorcycles. Tools are provitled to perform
most routine maintenance tasks.

11
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s-.1
L.

generally a good idea to keep the tank near

Rider Footpegs

} Rider footpegs are providod on motor( y los

full to prevent condensation and rust at
cumulation. Leaks (usually ill the shut oil

hat

hove a passenger seat. A passenger shout i not bej

rkdden mi a motorcycle withourthese

valve or (:arburetor) must be corrected im-

s

mmliately.

M. Fork Lock

5.

This ill a key-operated theft-preventive ilevice located on the front fork of the motorcycle. "l'he igni-

must have some -slack.- The front brake.

tion key -usually operates this bce.V The front
wheel is turned to one side and locked in that

should be adjusted to engage completely just
before the lever touches the fond grip. These
adjustments are made by turning-the knurled
knob at the base of the individual jevers. The

,position.

N, Mirrors

rear brake adjustment is at the end of the
brake rod at the rear. wheel. An adjustment
nut compensates for brake wear. Some free
travel should be maintained to prevent ex-

Rearview mirrors on both handlebars are recommended. They give a view of traffic .approaching
from the rear alid

0. Kick Stand

P.

cessive brake lining wear.

This is a parking device attached to the frame of
the motorcycle. It may either swing out from the
side or swing downward, lifting the front wheel.
Power Chain
This heavy duty thain delivers power to the rear
driving wheel, and it must be kept in proper adjustment and lubricated and clean at all times.

Note The point at which the cables pivot
and enter the cable sheath must be

lubricated frequently to prevent
breakage.
6.

should have no more thnn a three-fourth inch

of "slack- op the lower sick. A loose chain

The student should be able to make
Objective
routine adjustments ond perform doily and periodic
maintenance checks.
A. Dttily Maintenance Checks

B.

will wear the sprockets eRceVively and may
slip entirely oft the sprockets.
Periodic Maintenance Checks
1.

The following steps may be included in a "prestart- routine:
Horn, Lights, and Indicator Lights
1.
The operation of these may be checked by
turning the ignition -on and operating the
various controls (horn button. light switch,
high-low .beam switch, brake vedal. gear

ing.
2.

Battery

The motorcycle battery is wet-celled. The
water level must EA maintained to prevent
damage to the cells and a loss of electrical

TheikAnd Wheels
Check for cuts and gouges in tires:, check in-

3.

power.
*Controls and Cables,,

An extensiVe check of all controls and cable
ends should be made-and lubricant applied to
areal subject to wear.

flation levels with an air pressure gauge..
Wheel spokes

may be checked for t gfitness by rapping a
r across the spokes. A.
pencil or screw
rattling sound. or varying pitch indicates a

4.

Brakes

Generally, brats. lining life expectancy, is
15,090-20,000

loose spoke.

Oil Level
A constant check on lubricant levels is essential. The transmission filler cap will generally
incorporate a dip stick. If the cycle mine is
equipped, with an oil tank, it will usually in-

5.

corporate a view glasi' or a dip stick. Any

.6.

leaks must be corrected immediately.
4.

Chassis
Tighten all loose bolts and screws. A loosened
component could cause a dangerous situatio

that might become uncontrollable while rid-

selector, etc.).

3.

Chain

With the driver in place the drive chain

IV. Maintenance, Care, and Adjustments

Tread depth must exceed

Cable Adjustments
Roth clutch and front brake cable adjustments

Fuel Level

Puel level must be checked daily. It

4

is
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Ignition System
Spark plugs require periodic cleaning which
can be accOmplished with a wire brush or
sand blasterlbther ignition repairs should, be
left to a competent repair man.
Power Chain
The power chain should be removeatm the
cycle for cleaning, inspection, and lubrication
periodically.

4

it

UNIT C
RIDING THE MOTORCYCLE
,

I.

Protective Equipment
Objective

t, .1) Goggles aye stronglY recommended

for (Iriver's nse when not required by
law.

Describe the necessory protective op-

po rel

rpose -for its use.

A. Protective clothing and headgear are important

factors in driving motorcycles just as sealbelts are
important to an automobile driver.
1.
Helmets
a.
1).

c.

d!
e.

Protective headgear will be worn by a
driver and passenger of the motorcycle.
Over 5) % of Motorcycle fatalities are
caused by head injuries.
The helmet should be -comfortable but
securely strapped on to prevent its coming off during a spill.

(plastic shatterproof lenses).
3)

4) Face shields have a tendency to
"misty when used in cold weather,

thus reducing visibility.

Footwear
a. Boots, high-top shoes, ci,i; oxford with a
,hard sole should be worn to prevent skin* ning the feet and twisting ankles.
b. Rard, solid soles may prevent a crushed

4.

Only D.Q.T. or equivalent-type approved
helmet will be worn.
The helmet should not be worn beyond
the recoMmended protective life of the
helmet as recommended lltr the manufac-

foot.

Protective Clothing
Clothing should be selected for the protection of
the body against abikasions and for warmth during inclement weather.

years).
Gloves
a.

a.

Most individuals instinctively- throw out
. their hands when falling: thus, oyes are
b.

One should not ride in short pants and T-

shirts.

sions.

b. Gloves also provide warmth during cold

Impediments to Vision

6.

weather and 4ill kjep fingers flexible for
proper coordination olquick reflexes.
Glasses or Goggles
a.

Leather is the best fabric for protection.

Heavy nylon fabric is next best,and the third
choice is denim.

essential in preventing injuric to the
hands. particularly painful
m abra-

3.

Cyclists must have different lenses
(clear) when riding at night.

turer (most helmets are safe for four

2.

Goggles must be of approved type

'2)

The motorcycle pre.sents a smaller area to the eye

when seen from any angle, especially when

viewed from the front or rear. Due to this visibility handicap and the unfamiliarityof the motoring

EY.e protection is essential for safety.,
1)

At high speeds, bugs and grit in the
air can penetrate the eyes.

2)

public with motorcycle characteristics, it is the
cycle driver's duty to make Sure he is seen by
other motor vehicle operatom.

Occask*Mally, rocks are kicked tlp into

a.

a driver's face by (ther vehicles or by
his own.
3)

White, yellow, orange, or other light colored

garments help the motorcycle driver to be
visible to drivers of automobiles.

Without eye-protection, wind may
cause eyes to water, thus redu(:ing

b.

acuity and depth perception.
b. Eye protection includes goggles and half-or full-face. shields.

Bright-colored helmets also assist' driVers, of
other vehicles to notice the motorcycle driv-

er.
c.
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Use 'reflective 1( rials (paint,.,.:tape) on
helmet, Cycle, and ch hing.

cle go. on the front wheel for steering, and on
both the rear and kont wheels for\direetiOnal

11. Laws of Nature

2

Objective .To fomiliorfstet tudants with the toWs of
nature thot in teroct with the motorcy0e,
A Man -made laws and natural laws differ because

ertia
frimust be overcome tit start tile cycle mini mg.
1.

nature's laws always hold true. Man must then
learn study and apply nature's laws as he drives.
The motorcycle is complelely subject to nature's
tempts invariably result in failure and sometinws

4.

tragedy. Knowing this. the intelligent driver will obey
nature's' laws Nature's laws are immediately enforc-

Normally, a cycle moves in thu direction the

wheels point because the rolling friction
against wheels moving backward or forward
is less than the sliding friction of sideward
movement. Exceptions are

ed

Group discussion. Describe swinging ball on a

string. If string breaks, the ball keeps going. This
can be related k) driving. Allow students to discuss this concept.
C. Friction
Friction is the resistance to motion between two
surfaces.
1.
Four I -a: kinds of friction are

a

5.

the hohling force be-

tween two surfaces at rest.
b. :sliding friction
the resistance to motion

6.

between two surfaces which are moving
c.

A spinning "Wheel does not provide s much
traction as a rolling wheel: ( herefor('J the skill
of starting a cycle on a slippery surface lies in applying the power to the wheels so that they do not
lose their gTip on the surface

1

laws: and man. the driver, cannot break them. ills at-

static friction

across each other,
rolling friction the resistance to motion
of a rolling object like a ball or a wheel, and

creased weight.
Some factors affecting traction are
a. type of road surface material,
h. dry or wet surfaces (wet loses traction),
c.

material the greater the friction,

roughness of the surface

the amount of force pushing the surfaces
the presencq of lubricants between\ the
surfaces which tend to hold the surfaces

The spefficient a? friction or the amount of

amount of tire tread.

There are several types of roadway which
should be considered in any discussion of friction
or traction. They are as follow:
Flat road Roadway does not slope at all. For
1.
a cycle to round a curve on a flat surface

Traction
the road surface.

more friction is needed: therefore, a slower
speed is recommended.

Traction is needed on the wheels to make the cy-

Banked roadway

Traction is the amount of friction between a tire
1.

f.

Types of Roadways

friction between two surfaces is cakulaffid by
dividing the amount of force necessary to pull
one surface over .another by the amount of
force pressing the two surfaces together.

and

ice and snow, and

causes the passengers to tend to keep m ving in a
straight line. This is actually the straight 1 le force
of inertia, but for understanding and conve ience,
the term cen trifugal .force is used.

apart and thus reduces friction.
3.

e.

mud
or dirt on the
t

Centrifugal Force
As a motorcycle rounds a curve, centri ugal force

together. and
d.

d.

reducing traction,
loose sand,:gravel,
roadway,

the rougher "

the surface the greater the friction,
c.

first few drops of rain may float oil,
grease, or dirt to the road surface thereby

the resistance to !notion Within elastic objects.
The amount of friction between two surfaces
depends upon the
a. substance of the material
the softer the
b.

when the centrifugal effect in a turn is
greater than the frictional force of the

tires, the tires will slide sideways: and
ft wIwn brakes are applie0 hard enough to
slide the tires, there is no rolling friction.
Although traction is increased by the weight
of the cycle, a heavier cycle will not stop
in a shorter distance beydise the added tradlion is babinced by the added inertia of that in-

d. -internal friction
2.

c-

lion is greater than sliding ffiction and

man's laws art not always enforceable. but

U.

control and braking
It takes inure force to start a cycle movii
does to nunnumn movement because sin

14

A roadway that is sloped

upward al the outside of a curve. This curve
requires less friction and is the safest type of
oadway.
Crowned nhidway
A roadway that is higher in the center than at either outer edgeThis
downward tilt adds to the centrialgal effect

and their meanings are
1.
Red -- Stop.

and makes the motorcycle more hkely lo tip Over
or to skid.

Gravity

cycle, one feels the effect of gravity while he is
going up a hill or downhill. Gravity pulls a cycle
downhill Oster and also slows the cycle as it goes

uphill.
Kinetic Energy
Kinetic energy is the energy of motion. The faster
a motorcycle moves, the greater its kine4ic energy
will be. To the rider.this means that a greater distance !mist be allowed for stopping. If one doubles

the motorcyele's speed, one increases its kinetic
energy four times. If one triples the speed, one increases the kinetic energy nine times. Kinetic
energy increases by squaring the inCrease in
speed.
The formula for figuring the kinetic energy of a
body is aS follows: Where M is the body's mass or
weight, kind V is its speed, kinetic energy (KE) is
written this way: KE
t/2 M V2
Force of Impact
The striking force of bodies When they hit something is called the force of impact. Tile factors that

decide how great the force of impact are
speed,
2. weight, and
3.

distance between impact and stop.
Like kinetic energy, the force of impact varies
with the square of the speed.

ilL Man=made Laws

Go when safe,
Flashing red --- Stop. pixiceed when,sak
Flashing yellow
Caution, and
Green arrow
Traffic moving in tic direction of the arrow may proceed.

5.

6.

The standard order of the traffic control signal is
green-yellow-red. For color-blind riders, distinction
may be made according to position. Vertically, the

red light should always be on top, yellow in the
center, and green -On the bottom. When placed

horizontally, red should be on the left, yellow in the
center, and green on the right.
Lines, lettering and symbols on the pavement are
often used to give information to riders. Traffic lane
markings are one example. Others are- pedestrian
crosswalks, vehicle stop lines; no-passing tones, and
left, right, and straight ahead lanes. Curbs are often
painted yellow to show no-parking areas. Sometimes

individual parking places are marked by lines

painted on the pavement. The good rider looks for
and drives in conformance with pavement markingh.
The colors, shapes, and markings of traffic signs

have haul. standardized so that they can ihe
quickly and easily recognized throughout the

country. Adoption of these uniform standards has
beei a significant contribution to safety and conv9ifience of all who use the highways. Some of the
ifferent types of signs are
Stop Stop means to come to a full stop and
proceed when clear. The stop sign is usually
red, but some are yellow. They are octagoi(
shapiA.
2. Watning Signs
Warning signs warn drivers of hatardous conditions either on or adjacent to roadways and give drivers time to take
3.

A. Knowledge of Alabama traffic laws can be obWined by making a careful study of Alabama
Drivers'. Guide. Special attention should be given
to the following:

4.

Green

the Internet.tme or

appropriate aetion. These signs are usually

qigno/s. and .rood markings.

3.

3.
4.

Objective, To instruct students in the use of signs,

2.

Yellow
Do not entei
clear the intersection:

-)

Gravity 4.: an he defined as the force that pulls all
objects toWard the centr of the earth. On a motor-

1.

2

diamond shaped and yelloW in color.
Guide Signs Guide signs are of three principle types:
a. route markers
identify the highway by
number and symbol as part of a national,
state, or local network,

Alabama Traffic Regulytions
Alabama Safety Responsibility Law
Safe4çRules and Practices in Alabama

b.

destination and distance signs

show
directions and mileage to cities, towns, or
other places ahead, and
C.
informational signs
give items of interest to travelers on the highw4e,
4. _Interstate Highway System
These signs
are colored in distinctive red, white and blue;
Even numbers designate interstates running
east and west, while odd numbers designate

Registr ion and Equipment Regulations in
Alabam

B. The red, yellow, and green lights that most people
call "traffic lights" are known to traffii; engineers
as traffic control signals. The standard light colors
15

traffic safety 7nul for the police and courts. These
governmental and private agencies' also support
needed safety legislation and organized programs
of driver edio main
Laws pertaining to motorcycles in Alabama.
Definitions pertaining to motoincles

north and south routes An interstate with
5.

three numbers. such.as 275. n9licates a loop
around heavily popikjated or urbiln area
These signs inform high
Regulatory Signs

way users of certain traffic laws or regidabons which apply to those sections of roadway where the signs are placed. Failure to

1

complywith the directions indicaSed on these
signs constitutes U violation of
Yield means lo yield the right-of-way to
C. Yield
another vehicle or pedestrian. To aid stateS in de-.
veloping right-of-way rules. the Uniform Vehicle

a.

Motorcycle -- Every motor vehicle

lk

designed to travel on not more )han three
wheels in .9ontact with the ground.
Every motorcycle,
Motor-Driven Cycle
inc_1 ti ding every motor scooter, with a
mp or not to exceed five horsepower. and

Code suggests fout basic rules. They are as
follow:

If two vehicles are approaching or entering an
uncontrolled interse ion at the same time, the
driver on the left sha yield the riOt-of-way
to the driver on the right.

,

less than 2(X) pounds fully equipped.
()Orator's Jieense
SS 131. Registration; operator's license. Every. person except a person holding a driver's
license issued uvder authority of chapter 2 of
Title 36 of the 19.40 Code, before operating any
motor-driven cycle upon a public highway in

2.

Drivers shall yield the right-of-way to

3.

4.

every bicycle with motor attached. This
shall inclinte every motorcycle weighing

pedestrians crossing at intersections in accordance- with regulations and those- crossing at
marked crosswalks between intersections.
A driver intending to turn left shall yield tlfie
right-of-way to vehicles approaching from the
opposite direction mid to those within the intersection or so close .to it as to constitute an
immediate hazard.

this state, shall register it with the director a

public safety and procure an operator's

license. Operator& licenses shall be issued
under and be governed by the provisions of
chapter:2 Title 36 of the 1940 Code, except that

such a license shall be issued to any person
fourteen years of age and older if such a person can satisfy the.director of public safety or
an examining officer that he is competent to
'operate a motor-drivon cycle with safety to

A vehicle emerging from a driveway shall
yield the right-of-way to vehicles on the street

or highway and to pedestrians on the

sidewalk.
The ability of a rider to know
Right-of-Way
who has the right to:proceed and who must yield.
Under this type of speed
Basic Speed Limits

persons and to property. (1949, p. 1007, SS 3,
appvd. September 19, 1949.).

Every person riding or operating a motor;

3.

driven cycle shall be granted all the rights.and

limit, the driver must drive at a speed wItich i8
reasonable and proper for existing. conditions.
Under this legal speed
Absolute Speed Limit
limit, the maximum speed is posted in miles per
hour. These limits are always set for ideal condi-

be subject to all the du' ies, regulations, and
penalties applicable to he drivers of oSt4r
..
motor vehicles.
Before operating any motor-driven cycle upon
a public highway in this state, the owner shall

4.

Wins.

register it with the director of public safety
and Procure an operator's license.

Prima Fade Speed Limits Also known as flexible speed limits, they recognize that no ()Ile fixed
speed limit is correct for a particular place at all
times and unaer all conditions.
Merging Traffic Traffic which blends smoothly
.and easily into an established line of traffic from
infother lane or roadway.

Manner of riding
a. Motorcycle will pot be used to carry more
persons at one time than the number for
which it is designed and equipped.
b. A person operating a motor-driven.cycle
shall not ride other than upon or astride a

5.

U. Several different kinds of agOncies for public

permanent and regular seat attached.

education, in the interest of highway safety, have
been set up at the state, county, and city levels.
Among the most active are the boards of education, safety councils, traffic'safety commissions,
an0 associations.
The major purpose of the educational approach to
achieving traffic safety is to build public support

thereto.
c.

Every person operating
cycle upon a roadway

motor-driven
all ride as near to

the right side of the adway as practicable.
^-

d. -.Motorcycles will not ride more than two
abreast.

for all measures that will increase support for
16

,

e.

ti.

k riving a motorcycle the driver
at least one hand upon the

ricades. fallen branches, curbs, poles,

mailboxes, etc.) create hazards that riders
must reckon with by speed and/or direction

handlebarg
Lights. reflectk%i. and Warning devn:es
ii
Every motorcycle driven after dark must

ad justriumt.
2.

have at least one but not more than two

critical on older wads buil for vehicles of their
day. Those n nals are frel uently inappropriate
for the characteristics of modern vellicls. Some
,examples are
ntinwrous curves and hills.
narrow lanes and bridges,
low,,narrow, and soft shoulders,

headlights.
h.

7.

Eveyy motorcycle ariVen lifter dark mils*

have a rear reflector. a lamp emitting a
red light, and a stop light.
c. Every motorcycle will be equipped with a
horn, -bell, or other device capable of giving an audible signal.
Every rider or operator of a motorcycle will
wear a protective helmet while operating the
vehicle on a public highway.

s%

many near-roadway obstacles,
changes in the number of lanes.
no markings or nom markings, and
g.

IV. Traffic Situationa and Adverse Conditions

3.

A. Tailgating

4.

A tailgater is a driver who follows another vehicle
too closely. They were given this name by truck
drivers because of driving So close to the tailgate

.

.

deteriorating edges, chuck holes, etc.
s,
Any speed can be excessive.
The small amount of time gained .by increased

speed (80 miles per hour compared to 70
miles per hour) does not justify the added
risk.
I

of trucks. A tailgater is a potentially dangerous

Q.

Accurate speed adjustment is particularly

5.

driver because
the vehicle he is behind blocks his view of the
total traffic. picture ahead:
he lessens his ability to turn into another lane.
He is so close to the vehicle ahead that he has to
turn sharply into a vacant.lane;
he .shortens the time he has to react, as veil as
tire distance in which he has to stop: and
'he has to constantly .brake or accelerate to stay
behind the driver ahead.
T)1e skillful..rider uses a space cushion when he

A rider's sense of speed, not particularly keen
at best, is distorted further under certain conditions (velocitization).
a. The' type of vehicle being ridden affects
the driver's sense of speed (height of eyes
above the road, noise level, and vibration
level).

b.

There is a tendcy for sustained nigh

speed driving to dull a driver's judgment
of speed.
c.
Glancing frequently at the speedometer
will help the rider to remain awareef the
speed (particularly important on the freeway exit ramps and for a time after leaving the freeway).
6. Going too slow is often dangerous'
because
more vehicles are passing.
Safe following distance
1.
To be prepared for unexpected mexyes by the
vehicle(s) ahead, maintain proper following
distance and watch for conditions which
would cause the rider to slow or stop.
a. So that one can adjust for fluctuations in
the speed of traffic ahead without sharp
braking or acceleration, he should allow

rides. This constant separation from the vehicle
ahead enables him to operate his vehicle smoothly
and efficiently. 11 must be remembered here that
the old rule of one car length per ten miles per
hour is not enough at freeway and open highway
peeds

rUse of the horn

The horn should be used primarily as a warning
device. It 'should be used if another vehicle is
being passed. a bicycle or pedestrian is near, or at
anx time that it is needed. It shoul&not be used as
a method of hurrying another driver or of harassing another driver.
Speed control
Proper choice of speed is a major tool to be used
in coping with highway hazards. As speed in-

reac ion lime distance plus a generous

mu
%,
1)

creases, the time available for 'identifying, predicting, deciding, and executing decreases.

in of safely.

His braking distInce may exceed the

braking distance of the vehicle in

front.

1 Objects and obstructions on or near the in-

2)

tended path of the vehicle (rOcks, glass, bar-

If the preceding vehicle hits some-

thing, il may stop far short of its nor17
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,

-3)

)

mid braking (listance.

2)

Lightweight motorbikes may be

3)

stniped in a shorter distance than an

a vehicle pirparing to turn.

a (lriver trying to force his way into
another lane.

autionobile below 25-30 miles per

,

4)

children playing near the ma(I.

crease the following distance. In addi
lion. motorbikes and motorcycles ca i

5)

a pTson getting out of a parked (lir on

topple during an emergency stop or from
striking an Object On the roa( iway.
-,
way.

(i)

hohr-..therelore, it is necessary to in

the street side, and

a street repair lob !hat is (ausing II bottleneck.

f.

At higher speeds there is- a telidency to

I. , It is wise to allow if much ix ider margin of

underestimate thy rate of closure between

safety when traveling at high speed, at

one vehicle ond the preceding vehicle
(particularly dangerous in the (:ase of a

night. or on slippery surfaces.
1) On f l!eways there is virtually no such
thi g as a "minor" rear-end collision.
2) lir king distance is more unpredictable On slippery surfaces.
3)

.farm vehicle ahead).
prepared toINiring freeway driving,
adjust speed and lane positions to assist
other vehicles as they enter and leave the
freeway. If there are many entrances and
exits, it may be better to drive in the second lane from the right.

It is more difficult at night to detect
conditions ahead which could cause
preceding vehicles to reduce, spee(l
L
staklenly.

c.

1-ly

h.

riding too closely to the vehicle in

ceding vehicli: with his headlights at

front,
1)

One must work harder to keep his

i.

vehicle in its lane, becausehe is track-

d.

of

e.

By placing headlights on low beam, one
will avoid blinding the driver of the pre-

ing on the vehicle ahead rather than
00 a point down the road.
2) Speed control will be rrati(: as one
tr ies to judge and it ust distance
behind the vehicle ahead.
One's view of conditions ahead and to
'3)
the sides (escape route) is limited.
/
When one maintains a proper following
distance, he will occasionally encounter
the annoying problem of the "compulsive
gap-filler.1) One should simply drop back and reopen a space for his protection.
One cannot cure the intruder by nn
emotional outburst or by competing
with him.
3) One will actually lose little time even
though this experience happens -a
miber of times on a given trip.
_Me can help to.pregerve a safe gap
ahead 'of his vehicle by making sure
that, while adequate, it is not big or inviting especially in heavy traffic.

2.

night. (This is a law in some states.)
If one is driving a niolorcycle, he should
position his vehicle so that the driver in
front can see him in his rearview mirror.

To some extent, one is at the mercy of the

driver following him,.but there are some
measures under one's control which can
reduce the probability of conflict.
Dispose of the "tailgater" by accelerating,
a.

decelerating, or moving into a slower
b.
c.

lane. (Let him pass!)
Be alert to coriditions ahead so as to avoid
sudden or needless stops.

Flash steplights by "pumping" the brake
pedal and usd.a vigokous amn signal to,
warn an overtaking operator who seems

unaware that one's vehicle is slowing
down.
d.

e.

f.

By being alert and anticipating slow

When-turning off a road, do it as quickly
as circumstances permit, especially on
left turns.
Be sure that taillights, stoplights and turn
signals are working properly.
Ayoid slowing or stopping not required
by traffic conditions
to admire scenery
or to check a street address.

An operator doing 35 miles per hour
in a stvam of vehicles moving at 60.
- miles per hour, relatively, is driving
at 25 miles per hour directly against
the flaw of traffic in his own lane.

1)

downs or stops ahead, one will .rarely
need to use all of the space cushion or
resort to a 4creeching, lurching "panic
stop."-Some,warning clues are
1)

a traffic light that is green for a long time
2)

(','stale green'?-),

1$
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Again, relatively, be i4 backing up at

that speed antl is not even looking in
that direction.
Signal well in advance of tnrning and turn
(nun the Proper Lint'
Never stop On the highway
if a turn is
missed..(ontintie to the next turn-oft
Before changing lanps
I) Check the.rearvie niirrors to see if a
sjife gap Ls open. oft soon will be open,
in the lane wher one intends to go.
2) Use turn signal and give the operators

h

fir

concerned with one',s turn, time
perceive the signal.

3)

the wrong exit, one should return to

the freeway at an entrance point.
(Never hack up!)
Emerging

The safe motor vehicle operator should always
stop and yield the right-of-way when emerging

from an alley or private drive into the traffic flow.

The rider should abro yield when crossing
B.

or stop should Atways be signaled well in advance, at least .100 feet prior to the execution.
Remember to yield the right-of-way, eswcially on
any left-hand turn.
,

Take a quick but adequate glance
Ov(!r one's shoulder, on the side of the

In nittltilane situationscare must be taken to be in

intended turn, to cover the "blind

the proper lane well in advance of the turning
place. If a lane change is involved, use the standard proce ure of chekking the mirror, signaling

spot.-

Assuming all-cleae ahead:move
promptly into the desired lane and

I)

Evaluate the location and speeds of
vehicles on the freeway and also any
vehicles in front on the ramp or ac-

celeration lane. A rearview mirror
will not give the full picture so one

must use short, quick glances Over the
shoulder.
2) Tentatively select a gap in traffic that
will permit one to enter the freeway.
:3)

If the intended freeway exit is

5)
.

the intentiei checking over shoulder, and moving
smooltily i o the. lane of traffic,
The same rule applies for parking. Always signal
,

the intention and flash the brake lights immediately befoee stopping. It should also be
remembered to give a signal when leaving a

parallel parking space.
C. View obstruOons- are "occupafional hazalds" in
driving. The unnecessary ones should be' eliminated and the others adjusted for by the vehicle
operator.
..!

Operators can reduce ,the view obstruction

1.

hazard caused by parked and moving vehicles
by adjusting their space relationship- to the
other vehicles.
a. Trucks :,ire a problem because one cannot
see through them to identify other traffic.
b. In rain, trucks throw a spray of water that'

Build up speed to (:oincide closely

with traffic flow.
4) Merge smoothly_with the outside lane
as lane markings arid traffic permit.
5) Obtain freeway speeil as quickly and
safely as possible so as not to cause
congestion.
When preparing to leave a freeway, the
rider should be aware that the traffic to
the rear becomes increasingly important.
1) Signal early.
2) Position the motorcycle to the right of
the lane.
3) Flash brake lights if traffic is closing
in at a high rate of speed.
4) Avoid slowing down too much while
still on a through lane, but' quickly
conform to advisory 'speeds for the
ramp.

missed, drive to the next exit regardless of the distance. If one turns off at

a

sidewalk on which pedestrians 'may he walldng.
Front and rear relationships in traffic are always
important to the rider. A rider's intention to turn

to

stabilize.the vehicle
Techniques applied on freeway approach
ramps and acceleration lanes are similar
to those used in lane chaoging.

If

interferes with vision in a passing

maneuver.
Operators can reduce the problem of barriets
to sight, such as abuildin a blind corner, or a

2.

parked car, by expecting

otential hazards
behind the barriers. (Unfortu ately, for some
operators, potential hazards do not have the
potency of visible hazards; and, thusathese
drivers play Russian Roulette.)
One of the most practic-al and least costly
Measures to improve the operator's_ visibility
is to eliminate billboards, bushes, trees, poles,
and cars parked near intersections.

3.

Weather conditions

Weather conditions may reduce visibility, thereby
adding the limitations of night driving to a daytime

situation; or they may`compound the normal
visibility problems associated with nighttime
driving.

\

s.

2

positiou of another vehicle at night
()perators must depend largely on their

Rain. fiarticularly al night, can 4istort vision
because the wet surfaces reflect all the lights:
thus creating a maze to be driven through
Aside from helping the oncoming operator to
see one's vehicle. switching lights on in a

headlights which illuminate only a
relatively short and narrow path ahead

and do not bend around corners
The amount of adequate highway lighting
is limited.

heavy rain also helps the driver directly ahead

whose hack window is rain splattered. An
unlighted vehicle is difficult to detect in a mirror during a hcavy-daytime nun.
J.

.

Low-heam headlights are more effective in
fog (rain and snow also) because fog is made

2.

up of tiny particles of Wulff that act like mirrors to reflect high-brain lights. In light fog.
high beams may show more of the roadway.
in spite of the glare.
4.

5.

headlights 'of oncoming vehicles impnir
visibility.
The following rules should be observed to
compensate for the himdicaps imposed b.),
darkness,
a.

The face shield used by the two wheeled
vehicle oper'ator will impede vision when

b.

wet: and it will fog up in cool weather, when
the vehicle is not in motion.
In fog. heavy rain, or snow, and other times

c.

slowly, hug the side of the road, and glance

sity.

When facing the blinding effect of the sun
a
early morning and late afternoon
driver can improve his vision by keeping

d.

Avoid looking directly inkyglaring

e.

headlights of oncoming vehicles.
Increase-following distance.

f.

Allow a greater margin of safety when
oyertaking and passing.

g.

the windshield clean, properly position-

ing the sunvisor(s), and wearing

h.

When driving away from the sun, one

i.

Keep face shicki clean and free of
night.

3.

sunlight, visual efficiency is reduced at
dusk and in darkness.

When visibility is reduced by darkness or
weather conditions-, other operators are
similarly hampered.
a. Clear and timely signalling of an intention
to -slow, stop; .or turn is more important
than ever at night.

N httime driving
ue primarily to reduced visibility, critical phases

of the operator's task are more- difficult under
nighttime driving conditions, and the competent
operator adjusts for these differences.
The flood of detail available to help the operator during the daytime is reduced apprwiably
at night.
x
a.: Aside from reducing detail, darkness con-

b.

Be sure that tiiillights, back-up lights,

c.

license plate light's, and turn signals are,
functioning.
Turn low-beam headlight Oil at dursk and
dilring the daytime periods of low visibility so that othqr operators will be able to

.

see you.

ceals hazards (the pedestrian, the two-

wheeled vehicle, the stalled car, the

d.

curve, and other objects or conditions);
hence, the operator makes a decision on

Use low-beam headlight when an on.coming vehicle is approaching, regardless

of what the other driver does and also

the basis of a sketchy and incompletil picb,

1)o not wear sunglasses or tinted face

scratches which will increase glare at

After hours of driving in the bright

ture.

fully all rules of the road Ad all traffic
shields at night.

should not assume the oncoming operators can see you; they may be blinded by
the sun. ftsurn headlights on.)

1.

Be especially careful to obserlie and obey
signs and signals,

sunglasses.

c.

Watch beyond the headlights on or near
the roadway for slow moviug or -rilighted
road
vehicles, curves and 1' inters
pedestrianx, and animals.

The sun can be a particular 'hazard because
the rye adapts slowly to changes in light inten-

h.

.

obstructions or defects, trains,

frequently at the edge of the road to keep good
Iwarings.

a.

Reduce stopping distance by slowing
down so that it will .be possible to stop
within the visible distan0..
Increase sight distance by keeping the
headlights clean and properly aimed.

when visibility is extremely poo.r, drive

6.

Glare from roadside lighting and the

when following or passing another vehicle. A quick flaSh, of high beam may-be

,

used to indicate a pass.

It is more difficult to judge the speed and
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The proper procedures for right and kit turns will

I.:

living passed will swerve in mind of
Avoid passing if the operator 'ahead is
about to pass a pedestrIa0.v( list animal,

be covered in the laboratory phase of driver
education, but they are lso worthy of mention in
the clw:suoom
Left turns
I

Check traffic forward
Check mirrors

3

Ptisit ion motorcycle in proper lane
Signal
Rpthice specd

4.
5

4

_

Right turns

3.

Check traffic forward
Chuck mirrors
Position mottwcycle in proper laiw

4.

Signal

5.

Reiltice speed
Check, intersection traffic
Center motorcycle M proper lane

I

2.

6.

0.

7:

iowever, the operator should proce ed tbthe point

of final decision as if he were
going to complete the pass.
5.

6.

Passing

F.

If for any reason the vehicle being passed
demonstrates erratic behavior lwfpre the
yoint of decision is reached, drap back into
the right lane and re:evaluate'Jhe situation.
By building up a clear 'superiority of speed
over the vehicle being passed. the operator
minimizes the tnne he is exposed in the pass.

Safe and efficient passing hinges upon good judgment plus a systemat a: pattern of action.
I..

sWerVe sltddellly.
Ic Avoid driving alongside in- hIii1 spotsof the other driver longer than necessary.
If the operator withholds his final detasion ti
complete the passing Maneuver until he is in
the passing lane near the vehicle being

passed, he will have more tiMe to assess the
situation ahead and also better prepared mentally to brake and pull back into the 'right lane
should an obstacle appear in the path ahead.
a. Tlw decision is tentative untd that point.

Check intersktion traffic
Center moton:ycle in proper lane

IL
-,,

or anything which could cause him lo

ing lane.

By staying well back of 'the vehicle to be
assed, the. operator is in a better position to
chea the variables ahead which affect his

a.

A 15 miles per hour superiority means lip:
proximately 8 seconds in the passing bine.

b.

The time required for passing when 15'
niles per hour superiorqhfis been built
up is the same regardless a the speeds of

e1/4
,.

decisions.

b.

accelerate and quickly join a sufficient
superiority of speed when the way is clear,
and

the two vehicles. bill the distance used up

in passing increases us the speed in-

creases.
c. Almost one-half mile is needed to make a
safe pass at 65 miles per hour if another
vehicle is coming from the opposite dirvc,
tion at the same speed.
d. More lime is required to pass a truck, bus,
or trailer. (Trucks pick up speed on
downgrades so you must catch a truck at
the beginning of the 'downgrade to 'Cass.)
e. Becinese of air resistance and a reduction

c.

2.

-

stabili* his vehicle in the passing lane before drawing abreast of imother car.
Pavement markings and signs aid the operator
in 'making a -passing" decision: .but he must
search for additional .in formation before
deciding whether this crucial maneuver is
worthwhile, legal. and safe. (When in doubt,
don't!)
a.

Grades (vertical curves) on undulating
roads were built for cars a foot or two
higher, making it difficult to see modern

of power available at the rear wheels, it
takes longer to accelerate apd pass at high
speeds: (1) acceleration power decreases

cars in the dips.
b. The size and color of oncoming vehicles
influence the distance judgment of 4he.
perceiver.
C.
The operator's view will be obstructed il
he follOws anather as it passes; an4 in addition, there may not be sufficient space
-for him to return to the right lane.
Communicating one's intention to pass (horn
or lights) reduces the chance that the operater

as speed increases it takes longer, to accelerate from 60 miles per hour to -70
miles per hour th-an it (Ides from 50 miles
per hour ta.60 miles per hour, and (2) this
is true of every cycle, but each cycle has a
variable rate of acceleration.

.

A

3.

7.

By remaining in the passing lane until ..1he
front of the car being passed appears in the
rearview mirror, the driver iS assured-that he

can return to the right lane without cutting off
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an intersection between two
Diamond
streets that is diamond in shape.

the passed vehicle
ti

A brief glance over the right sholildei is .1
good liabit to de. chp parot 111.0% in on
gested. urban areas.

hi

(.:ive the operator being passed. the

ways.

following distance that you winild like to
bevy.
ti.

C.

d.

crucial as it is On a two-lane highway:

instead of judging the pass to mince exposure in the passing hme. one needs a

when two or more vehicles stop

6multaneously, the rider on the.right
usually assumes the right-of-way.
an intersection at which buildBlind
ings, shrubl.rery, banks, or parked cars
obstruct an approaching driver's view of

In a passing situation, if one misjudges the
speed and distance of an oncoming car, he
should
try to brake and fall back behind the vehicle
tw intended to pass:

h.

accelerate and return to the lane ahead of the
vehicle he is passing:

C.

/-

cross traffic until he is almost in the inter,
section.
f.

not consider the choice of swervimg off to the
left when an oncoming vehicle is-close since
it is the best escape route.

stop and prsaceed with caution.
2.

Approach to intersection

when approaching

an intersection, special considerations and

tance of an oncoming vehicle, one may he

checks will facilitate safe alkd efficient progress
for e operator.

.cpmpelled either to

a.

a.

b.

n intersection is not always defined by
signs or traffic signals; for example, facto-

accelerate and let him drop back into the

ry parking lois and shopping centers'

lane he was in (make certain that this is his
intent): or

entrances and exits often create hidden
intersections in the middle of the block.

decelerate, poise foot on brake, 'and look for
an escape route if needed.

Rural intersections may reveal themselves through_ crossing-or-turning cars,
rows -of hbuses, trees, fences, telephone
-lines, or signs.
An initial scanning of the intersection and
traffic to the rear serves to identify those
elements which will affect decisions and
present potential hazards. Look for traffic

G. Intersections
There is twice as much traffic in the space 'of an
intersection as there is in an equal amount of

space on either of the rod'ilsItiat.intersttct. On a,.
..

Uncontrolled railroad crossings

railroad crossing at which there is no
'mechanical warning device. The procedure here is to always come to a full

to. When being passed, maintain an even speed:
but if the passing operator misjudges the dis-

4

an intersection of two
roadways where traffic from all directions must stop and proceed when clear.

moves through the intersection first: hut

passing on the right is permitted.

a.

Four-way stops

Generally, the vehicle that stops" first

steady speed. flowing and blending with the
traffic:
9.

an intersection in which one street

dead-ends.

rural highways except
a.
the passing diffemitial in speed is not so

c. ,

"T"

or highway dead.ends into another. All
traffic must turn from the highway which

The same kry inelsing Mks apply On four
lane, undivided highways as on two-lanr,

h.

grade wp,iration iii
Cloverleaf
terchange, in the shape ol a tow -leal
clover, at the intersection of two high-

per-foot basis, there is no place on a street or highway that has a higher traffic crash potential than
does an intersection.
Also, interseclieins are decision points. Nowhere
does a driver.have to.opake so many decisionfvet

controls, impediments to Viiions,
pedestrians at an approaching intersec-

once. A driver must be at his best when he interacts at an intersection. He must correctty interprtit traffic lights, pavement markings, traffic
signs, and the.signals, placement, and speed of

s-

c.

tion, and other characteristics of the intersection.
An appropriate approach speed
one
that is sufficientlylow to permit the driver

to stop Short Of the intersection should
.conditions warrant such a move
'de-

other yehicles. He must be_able to identify danger
sources and respond to them correctly.
1. Some types.of intersections a drivej will en-

pends largely on the traffic controls,
...traffic volume, and how much sight distance the driver has in -relation to the intersecting stttet.

counter in his day-to-day driving are as
follow:
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2,I.

I)

I'he shorter tbe unobstructed view of
the crossroa(l the lower the safe
speed tor approaching, the intersect 0 n
(The in 11: rsection may
n('(xssitale a slop.)

9) A flushing red light has the same
meaning as a stop sign: a flashing

.

2)

yellow light has the same meaniag

a -slow

When view is obstru(ted. reduce
speesl-so that the point of decision can

w thheld until sight distance is

adegoa
3) A typical -low down and look- approach to a unl:ontrolled intersection
requires (n ly a few seconds.
d. To negotiate a
nalized or signed inter-

I minim.. sign Now

section.

When a traffic officer is on duty at a
signalized intersection. his directions
take precedence over the lights.
e. A careful check to t
left, straight ahead.
to the right, and le gain will furniA -the
operator with the informatiom nttailud to
make a final decision about iibSsing
through the intersection. (EaCh intersec.11)

section. operators mist apply additional
knowledge and skill.
1) The mere presence of a traffic signal

or ii sign is a warning of u danger
zone, regardless of the color of the

tion is different and may _require

light.

different search pattern.)

2) Occasionally, one will encounter at,

operator who attempts to beat the

H. Hunian Factors Natural Factors
Factors

light or one who simply fails to see

the light.
3) If an operator is 'stopped for a red signal and it changes to green, he,is null
required to yield to other vehicles and
pedestrians lawfully within the intersection or in adjacent crosswalk at the
time such a green light is exhibited.

4) Be extra alert when approaching

(Pt

down and be prepare(t to stop.)
ID) A green light permits the operator to
proceed if the way is dear: ii (toes not
-assure safe passage through the inter-

a

Mechanical

Human Factors
a. %ow-moving vehicles
Heavy trucks,
farm machinery, and other slow moving
vehicles are always a danger spot on the
open highway. The cautious driver is always on the lookout for the4 vehicles,
and he slows down in plenty of time to

1.

avoid a rear-end collision. Another

a

-stale green."
5) -Covering- the brake (foot poised on
the brake), as you approach an intersection minimizes execution time disthrice should a stop be required.
6) Wtitching one's speed, the signals
well ahead, and other cues will help
one to pace himself with the signal's
timing, especially if it is a
"progressive- system.
7) Operators approaching a yield sign

problem with vehicles of this type is getting so close behind them that one cannot

See traffic ahead well enough to pass.
This situation should be avoided.
b.

Trucks hauling gravel or sand

lte

danger from trucks.of this type is that çliey

sometimes'sling loose gravel and/or jind
on the motorcycle behind. This can distract the driver and sometimes cause
serious accidents as well as damage to his
vehicle. Also to be considered here is the
fact that these heavy gravel trucks cannot

Atilt slow down or. shall stop and

stop as quickly as a lighter, unloaded

yield the right-of-way to any vehicle
in the intersection or approaching on
another highway so closely as to con-

stitute an immediate hazard. Continue to brake as at a stop sign until

c.

ceefain there is no need to stop.

8) Operators approaching a stop sign
shall stop and yield the right-of-way
to any vehicle which has entered the
intersection or which is'approaching

vehicle. A wise driver will make sure that
he has plenty of room before pulling into
the path .of one of these trucks.
Construction areas
Danger spots here
are areas where pavement ends or where
pavement is rough due to traffic by heavy

machinery. Also, be on the loo It for
flagmen and heavy machine crossing

the eoadway.

so closely as to constitute an

2.

mediate hazard. A stop sign tells the
driver that he must stop but does not
necssarily tell hinf exactly where to
stop.

Natural Factors
Natural factors generally are bad weather or
effects of bad weather. Cyclists Can be aware
of conditions outside and try to -do as little
driving as possible under adverse conditions.
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Some natural factors that present special

3)
4)

problems are
a
Fog
Especially treacherous whim it is
In patches, that me travelled -into and out
of because a light fog area can suddenly

daytime.
5)

turn into an area of dense fog. In dense

fog the driver should slow down to a
e.

.

or day.

su(:h as rocks, holes, parts of tires, or any

other object that may be in the road. At

night. how-ever. a driver in (1st not

f.

dashing into his path _without warning,
and adjusts his speed ficordingly, collisions
can be avoided.

first starts to rain, slipperiness is

especially bad..The water combines with

oil on the pavement to produce an oily
film on the road surface. Reducing speed

2)

Deer are attracted to roadways for

'3)

4eer itself, caused by the vehicle's
h2eadlights, startles the deer so he
bolls into ttlr.,highway.
5) Observation, speed re(l uction, and a

state of readiness are- the most efficient responses for the driver when
there is -the possibility of an animal
threatening his path.
6)

-

Operators need to watch for (logs and

cats along the roadside and adjust
their speed to minImize the danger.

At 30 to 55 m.p.h., the water wedge
may penetrate the lire-road contact
and partial hydroplaning may result.

7)

Al night, the reflective eyes of an
animal are a cue to the operator to be
dem.

At 55 m.p.h. or more, the water edge
may increase and tires may se complete _contact with the
!Besides speed, whether or not hydroplan3)

3.

Mechanical Factors

Mechanical factors are also to be consrdered
when talking about the critical situations of
driving. Some to be on the lookowt for are
The result of overbraking
a. Overbraldng
is locked wheels. After the wheels lock,
there is a loss of both braking power and
steering control.
b. Blowouts
A blowi :. tire is one cSfcle

ing occurs depends upon the depth of
water on the road surface, tire tread, lire
,pressure, wheel alignment, and road surface.

In general, the following aril things to do
in till types of bad weather:

failure which can ttirn _into troubbz

I) Listen to the weather forecast.
2)

It

One deer often means that mole deer
are present.
4) it is believed that the shadoW of the

(Iriving on a wet street. Also, headlights
(:an be turned MI and extra caution taken
on lane changes, curves, and stops.
Hydroplaning
While driving on a
street soaked by heavy rain, the wheels of
a cycle can actually lose contact with the
road urface and ride on a film of water.
To cope with hydroplaning a driver must
keep these facts in mind:
I) At 30 m.p.h. or less, tires with good
tread will cut through the water and
remain in complete contact with the
2)

is estimated that over 10,000 d .er
are killed annually by vehicles. (/

I)

feeding, and they feed mostly at night.

is the major cornpensation needed for

road.

overdrive his headlights: that is. drive at
such a speed that he cannot stop in the
distance illuminated by his headlights.
Animals are
Animal *. in the road
unpredictable, but if an operator is alert

for the potential hazard of an animal

Wye people are killed on wet
roads than- on ice and snow combined.
Rainy weather is a factor in over twoRain

thirds of all bad weather crashes. When it

d.

snow, or ice.
Look farther abeali-lban isunl
Keep a sufficient s.pace cushion.
a) Ile alert for a feeling of skidding.
Objects in road The safe driver should
always keep his attention on his driving to

avoid objects in the rOad. Ily keeping a
reasonable speed, he can avoid obje(;ts

Ice, snow, and sleet
Also cause
dangerous conilitions for drivi.ng.
Although only about 2% of our nation's
traffic fatalities occur in snow, it is still
slippery and licithersome and slows drivers down. In Alabama. heavy snow ack,tunulation5 ace infrequent: but whim
they occur, the point to renwmber is to
reduce speed. keep snow and ice off eye
protection. and promed with caution.

c.

('ht'vk the road ,:urfa, e for Irosi,

6)
7)

crawl Or poll well off the roadway and
stop Turn on low beinn headlights night
h.

Soon after starting. test the tra_ction

Turn on low beam headlights in

quickly. If you have all* blowout, do not

Allow extra time even for a short trip.

't
'4%
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its(' your brakes lust rase o(f the, throttle
and slow gradually. When your speed is
low enough. move oft ile road shiwiy.
There is no good,way to control ,a cycle
with .1 (lat lire. Inn a lame) lv-ip id the

c)

ienam e.

Drake failure
Any decrease or loss in
braking power compels the operator to
maintain sleering'and positioning control
and regain speed control,
I) Brake failure Or nigifunclion results
from breakdown of some mechanical
linkage within the system.
2) When brak('s fail
a) find an escape rotar
a safe exit
from tht highway; arid
b) while striiggling
lo
maintain
steering and speed control, communicate your emergency situa-

il

th ig Ii, Ain Ai) with orientation.

3)

e.

I

lo slow he vehicle by
b)

scraping against a ct irb. and

Iiitili !he brake lights, aful lurn ou the
right turn signal.

,.,

Ihmi Wile(l by the situation.
In extreme cas('s it may be necessary
running along an (,mbankment,

palh, an( look for an escap(' route.

2) W tile slow ng down, watch for ;my-

tion to other highway users

a)

u

Light failure
Even with careful main
ii 1 run-al situalion involving
headlight failure may arise. Sometimes
one will be able to bring them hack temporarily by hitting the dimmer switch, bnt
if not. perform Ihe following steps:
1) . ow down quickly, keep the cycle in

d

handlebars helps_

3)

driving into bushes. hedges., or
snowbank.

Engine overheating

The cycle should
not,he parked with the engine running for
long periods of time.
......--7

Stuck throttle
When the throttle sticks.'
-power must he cul off I iw drive wheels.
Immediately place the earshifl lever in
neutral, apply brakes, pull off the road
wliere the throttle can he safely released
and lurn off the ignition. (Try lo find any
remrdy fok the trouble.)

Pt

8

.#
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UNIT D
BUYING AND INSURING THE MOTORCYCLE
I.

Things to Consider in Selecting
a Motorcycle
A.

G.

ti.

Knobby tires with deep treads for pulling
rough surface

Size that can be handled

Engine with more power at loW speeds
C. Sports Cycle
7.

I.

Not too high

2.

ShOti.ld lie able to straddle cycle with both feet

1.

flat on the ground
One that fits owner
Where it will be ridden
AU on- and off-street cycle or the on-off combine-

Designed for racing, hill climbilig, and scrambling

2.

Not to be used in traffic.

III. Classes of Motorcycles

tion

A. Light Weight

E.

Cost

B.

Medium Weight .200 cc-400 cc

P.

Strength of driver and iw rsonai experience
1.
Should ,he able to man-handle if neces, ary

C.

Heavy Weight

2.

3.

A. Insurance is necessary for the protection of the
owner and machine
B. Types of insurance
1.
Liability

II. Types of Motorcycles
1.

2.
3.
4.

13.

over 400 cc

IV. Insuring the Motorcycle

Should be able to put it on the park st nd, to
push it, and park easily'
Larger cycles require more experience

A. Street Cycle

up to 200 cc (term of reference)

a.

Pays for injury to others only
b. Liability differs among states
c. Comment on A.1.baina's negative equirement
2. Collision
pays for damage to owner:s
motorcycle regardless of who is at fault
3. ,Comprehensive
covers for theft, vandalism, storms, and falling objects
4. Uninsured Motorist
covers, damages when

k

Good in traffic
Tvds grip pavement
More poWerful brakes
Engi e and transmission designed for traffic

Trail Cycle

other party has no insurance
(May pay only bodily injury)

lkit for city nor highWay driving
2.,-Brakes not designed for quick stops
3. Knobby tires do not grip il:vement
4. Light and medium in siz,t,
5. Has special suspension for &ugh terrain
1.

Passenger
pays for damages to a rider'
' 6. Medical Payment
pays for damages obtained in on accident
7, No Fault
usually not applicable to owner's
5.

motorcycle
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UNIT A
-INTRODUCTION TO RANGE OPERATION

.

Range operation provides the means of permitting the Mudentvrider to practice and develop essential skills within a
secure (4wironment and under highly contrOled) conditions.

t;

This section presents a system of 'devices and methods,
'.consistout with_the _goal of .fostering good motorcycling habits,

4

The immediate goals are two-fald; namely,
1.

To prepare the student-rider for range-riding,
and

2.

To insure a safe, smooth-functiong range
program. (

Speed4ip

Range Communication
omplete co9trol over the vehicles will be maintained
at all 1imes, Roth on \and off the range by the instructor
or his designated asiistant from a fixed location. Both
odic) and visual signals will be used either together or
individually. Students will be thoroughly briefed before proceeding any further. Complete controt is3the
key to a safe operation. The following devices are suggested:
A. Audio signals such 'as whistles
0,

0

a

*

Slow down

Audio amplified devices such as PA. systems,

bull-horns, megaphones, etc.
C, Standard hand signals

Move forward in
this direction

a

Assemble here
left hand indicates area

.

Cut engines or end
practice drill
0
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4

IL Protective Clothing

and indicators must be operational and all lensps
Sri

No student tinder any circumstances will be permitted
to mount a motorcyo le unless
()mimeo] m pi olcc
live clothing. Fhis protective gear will be worn at all
times and maintained in serviceable condition.
A The headqi.liall be protected by the wearing (If a

Instrument indicators
1.QuI I ilt Itoth beams
Ikake lights

B.

Turn indicators

-5.

proyed motorcycle safety helmet. one helmet iter
rider correctly seated on the head with the chinstrap securely fastened.
The eyes shall be protected by the wearing of. or
the use of
1.
a face shield secured to the helinet.

Rearview mirrors

(1.

IV. Mounting and Starting Procedures
Motorcycles will be mounted and engines started only
npon the command or signal of the .1istructor.

safety-type goggles securely fastened. and
a.

Taillights

4.

-.1) 0 T. (Department of Fransportation) ap-

A. Mounting the motorcycl

a windshield iwsitioned to protect the face aml

While stanai,

1.

eyes.

cle, firmly grip both handles of the handle
lmrs and tilt the cycle to the left.
Mount the cyde by throwing the right leg over
The rear of the cycle.
Both feet must be able to rest upo the ground
when astride the motorcy.cle. N student will
be permitted to operat a cyclo if unable to do

C. The tipper limbs shall be protected by the wearing
of
2.

a heavy full-length jacket. and
leather or heavy-duty work gloves.

3.

D. The lower limbs shall lw protected by
1.

2.

E.

on the left side of the .motorcy-

full-length heavy-duty trouAws. and
tx)ols Or high;top shoes.

so.

4.

Adjust the rearview mirrors from a riding rxisilion one foot on the ground.

5.

With both feet on the ground, roll the cycle

One-piece special motorcycle protective clotHing

may be substituted for like clothing as listed
above.

back and forth uutil the cycle is Oaced in
neutral.

HI. Maintenance

Starting the motorcycle

is essential that all motorcycles be maintained and
ridden in an optimum condition: therefore, before any
II

Recheck the fact that the gear change lever

-1.

in a "nentral- position. (Develop a habit in
keeping the clutch lever in when starting.) If
"neutral" indicator is installed, look for a

motorcycle is ridden. the following itgrns will be checked
thoroughly:

A. Wheels-and tires
1.
Tires .for proper inflation, excessive tread
wear and cuts
2.
Wheels for bent spokes, dented aria cracked

3.

green light.
Make sure the "kill" switch is off.
If the engine is "cold," pull out the "citioke."

4.

()pen throttle part way by rolling

rims.

Wheels for (xcessive play
Power chain
1.
Proper tension
2. Excessive play or too tight
3.

B.

C.

5.

4

6.

E.
F.

back.

foot on the pedal and positioning it slightly
behind the ball of the foot.

Fuel and 'oil

Propet levels
2.
Leaks and drainages
3.
Place fuei supply ley& into "on" position at
this lime
Brake and clutch cables for proper tension
Unlock anti-theft lock (wheel) at this lime.
Safety devices Ognition switch "on"). All lights

a.

Push the starting lever down sharply

b,

several times by extending the leg. Do not
allow the lever to snap back.
Repeat, if necessary.

1.

D.

it

knuckles up
Leap the mo rcycle slightly to the left, away
-frorh the.kic stand.
Unfold the kick starter pedal, placing the right

7.

B.
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If motorcycle is equipped 'with an electric
starler, it maY be used: however, try to conserve battery as much as possible.
Whep the engine starts, close the throttle and
do not race the engine.,

34

a

Allow kick starter to return to starting posi-

t)

tion 1It1i

handle ham

fold in peg ,

lean the motonlycle slightly ontwards.
place the right loot oil
ku:k stand and
press downwards,
lean the motorcycle inwards and Onto Ow
kickstand. and
e. turn the handle bars inwards and the steering wheel to the left
.

Adaist the choke wail the engine is running
smoothly

l/

V. Shutting down

Dismounting

Locking

Up
A. Shutting down the engine
2.
3.

4.

Place gear change lever pito neutral.
the engine with kill switch
Turn the ignition switch off.
Place in first gear to prevent possible rolling.

2.

a_

Swing hack to the left side. haling lxith grips.
2.
Turn ofl gas supply with fuel supply lever in
the "off" positimv
3. It(;move the ignition key,
Locking up
'I'urn steering wheel to the left.
2. Lock with key or bracket.
1.

VII. Mounting and Sitting Drills (to be
practiced both on and off the stands)

VI. Kickstands and Operation

A. Mounting practice

Since both parking slands are spring-loaded. they will
automatically assume a locked poition once started in
either an Alp- or -down" position.

1.

b

grip 'the handle bar with the left hand.
push the "center stand" down with the ri h

I

foot,.

2.
3.

4.

C.

To raise the stand (reversed order)
a. grip the handle bar with the left hand and
the hand grip with the right hand:
b. place the right foot diainst the "center"

Eyes should be hokinup and ahead.

2.
3.

Shoulders should b level, loose, and related.
Elbows should be turned slightly inward.

4.

Hands-should be gripping handle bars,

knuckles up, and a finger's yvidth from the
'ends.
.5.

pull up and forward on the hand grip, at the
same time rolling the motorcycle forward,
and

6.

to use.
1.
'ro lower ihe stand
a.

WPists should form an angle of 1200 degiees
from. the handle bar grips.
Flips should be positioned ill such a manner

as not to CAUSC a strain upon either the

grip both handle bars and phim upon

The lick" stand is the least stable but the easiest

e

swing back to the left side

1.

7.

shoulders or the arms.
Knees should be pressed firmly against the
gas tank.

8.

Feet should be positioned so that toes are

"back" stand if not using immediately.
13.

Throw the right l4over the sa(ldle.
Assume a squatting )half-stand, half silting).
position.

Sitting and posture p proper riding position is essential to controlling tUe motorcycle (to be practiced
on the stand).

stand,

d.

Lean the molore,ycle towards you al a slight

Dismounting practice
holding both grips.

up.

C.

Stand on the left side and grip both handle
angle.

roll the motorcycle backwards, at the stime
lane pulling up on the "hand- grip with the
right 'hand, and
d. with the right foot holding the stand, continue pulling the motorcycle backwards and
2.

04

ba rs.

A. The center stand is the most stable.
1. To lower the stand
a.

straighten the lyindle bars %.vhile standing on

the left hand sale of the cycle.
b. lean the cycle slightly outwards. releasing
pressure on the kickstand.
mc. press up and backwards oil the kickstand
'with the right fvot. and
d. hold cycle erect, ready to mount.

Dismounting, the motorcycle

C.

To raise the "kick- stand (reversed order)

pointed straight ahead, not out, insteps on the

from the left side of the motorcycle, grip both

pegs.
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UNIT B
' THE FIRST RIDE
Introduction

I.

rect procedure
head up, lxxly control, f el of the handle bars, and the iisiT of the rear brake.'

Purpose

A

.the reason for this lesson is to get under way for the
first solo ride..This solo ride will be similar to riding a
bicycle. It will concentrate on lxxly balance. position,
and confidence while riding the motorcycle.

IV. Using the Engine of the Motorcycle
A.

Objectives
Balancing the cycle while in motion
2.
:1.

4.

5.

Moving while keeping your eyes and head up
Turning the motorcycle whil walking beside it
Moving the motorcycle forward in low gear
Moving with balance, control, and in a forward

Riding under motor power
1.
Mount the motorcycle.
2.
Start engine.
3.

brake.
4.

path
6.
7.

Controlling of the clutch
I.
the throttle. clutch, and brake in coordina-

5.
B.

t !sing the rear brake 1W 10 4p.h.

II. Rules to Remember

Coordination of friction point
1. The point at which the motorcycle releases is the
friction point. This is the, key to a smooth start:
2. When you ease out on clutch and feel the slow-

ing down of the engine, you should ease .the
throttle uv and get under way.
You should be iible to get this friction point without watching the clutch or throttle.

A. Obey instructor and if you do tot understand: speak
13.

C.
1 '-

D.

E.

,

Shift to first gear and release to friction point: lift
feel to pegs (you will want to practice the friction
point several times).
Head up and strive for balance and brakeclutch
coordinatiOn,

tion
8.

While in neutral, coordinate the clutch and

invnediately.
Do not practice without instructor.
Do not fix cycle without instnictor.
Leave a margin of error when riding with class members.

C.

Stalling out
I.
2.

In an emergency, warn class members and call instructor,

III. Walking the Motorcycle Without the

All riders stall out; just shift back to neutral and
start engine and find friction point.
If you, feel a stallTout coming, disengage the
clutch and then you will coast, like riding a bike.

V. Use of the Back Brake

Engine
'A. Stopping should be smooth w)th control action. Do

Straddle the motorcycle without the engine. In this position you will gel the feel of the cycle without the use of the
controls. With a buddy system, and using a flat area, one
student may push the other. You will want to use the cor-

B.

4P
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if

not use the front brake; concehtrate only on smooth
stopping with the rear Wake.
Remember that the clutch sho Id be disengaged before braking to prevent stalling.

UNIT C
BASIC MOTORCYCLE DRIVING SKILLS
Objective This section will.develop skills in turning,
-shifting genii. controlling speed, braking to slow down,
and stopping from high speeds.

first to second, second to third, third to fourth.
until you have reached high gear.
D. To shift from a lower gear to a higher gear,
disengage the clutch, close the throttle, and lift
the gear.shift lever With your toe and allo it
-*to return to the neutral position. This ill
plage the transmission into the next hig er

Turning the Motorcycle
A. Always keep knees close to gas tank.
B.
Lean in the direction of the turn.
When
turning a motor-driven cycle, lean ini the direaction of the turn rather than turning the handlebars.

C.

Exercises for practicing turns.
Weave
Cones are set up in a straight

line: the student weaves through the
cones using first gear. As the student-

2.

masters these maneuvers, the cones will
be placed closer together.
Circles
The student will ,maneuver the

cycle through various site circles at
various speeds. The circles will be
maneuvered . in left -end right directions.

In this exercise the student may find it
necessary to use the rear brake.
3.

gear. After this has been completed, let the

clutch out gradually and opilln the throttle.
E. The procedure-for down-shifting is the same
as for up-shifting. Disengage the clutch, close
the throttle, push down on the gear shift lever,
release the gear shift lever, engage the clutch
and open the throttle.
Situations for downshifting
1. Going up a hill
2. Turning
.3. Stopping
F. Exercises for shifting gears will be done in a
straight line.

III. High-Speed Turns

Figure "Eight"
This is a combination of
both left and right turns. This will allow the

1

A. Follow the general rules for turning.
1. Slow down before you get to the turn.

student to practice both left and right turns at
the same time.

2.

Downshift.

Accelerate after entering the turn.
B. At high speeds your body must lean at the
same angle as that of the cycle.
C. Mistakes that affkt your turns
1. - May not be leaning enough. (If this hapyens you may run off the outside of the,
curve.)
2, Leaning too much may cause running off
the curve on `the inside.
3.

D. Rules for making turns
1. Lean in direction of the turn.
2. Keep knees close to the gas tank.
3. If braking is needed in the turns, brake
lightly using the rear brake.
4. Keep feet on the foot pegs thronghout the
turns.

II. Changing Gears
A. Most cycles have either four or five forward
gears. (There are sears.far low, medium., and
high speeds.)
B. To change or shift gears you must combine
the actions of 'the clutch, throttle, and gear
shift lever.
C. To start the cycle smoothly, first gear must be
erlised. After the cycle is moving, shift from

IVNront and Rear Wheel. Braking
A. Seventy percent of the braking power of
B.
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a

motorcycle is in the front wheel.
Sequence fer using both front and rear brakes
1.
Shut off the throttle,
2. Apply rear brake.
3. After the rely brake is applied, gradually

supply the front brake.

5.

I.

Downshift as necessary when making

2.

your stop.
Keep throttle closed.

3.

When front wheel is turned
When motorcycle is leaned in a turn
When the road is wet. sandy, or has looke
gravel

C. Times when front wheel braking hould be

4.

used cautiously.

Always apply the brakes gradually to
avoid skid.
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UNIT D
ROUTINE RIDING SITUATIONS
Purpose
Objective

I.

To develop skills necessary for controlling a
motorcycle in routine situations.
The student will learn to
1. Properly use signals and lights
-2. Ride at highway speeds
3. Stand on the footpegs
4. Ride on uneven surfaces and encounter
roadway obstacles
5. Carry a passenger or othelood

fog or at night. The signal should be given early
and the hand returned to the hand grip as the turn
or stop is made. Before making, turns or stops,
check in the rearview mirrors and over the shoulder
to see that traffic will permit such a maneuver.

Introduction
A. Every road must be considered as a potential
B.

obstacle course.
Use the Smith System .
1.
Keep the head up and your eyeS moving.
2. Anticipate and prepare for hazards
ahead of

Left Turn

time.

Make sure that you are seen.
C. Plan far enough ahead that you may drive around
obstacles.
3.

D. Develop the habit of applying and releasing the
rear brake when an obstacle is anticipated. ApE.

proach obstacles slowly.
Brakc before reaching a rough or slippery obsta-

Right Turn

cle.

II. Using Signals ahd Lights
Signals and lights are devices used to communicate
your intentions to other drivers and pedestrians.
Motorcyclists dare required by kr to give the same signals that an automobile driverIives.
A. Motorcycling signals include Hand Signals
Although at the loss of some steering control,
hand signals must be given on .motorcyckes that
are not equipped with electrical turn signals'. Of
course, they are recommended even on cycles so

Braking

equipped because they provide even greater

.

awareness of the cyclist's. intentions. These signals are given with the left hand and, arm only.
Practice and master these signals on the range before driving in traffic. Remember that hand signals are difficult to be seen, particularly in rain or
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B.

Electric Turn Signals
The control for these signals IM hwated on the

control, acceleration should be smooth and

kft handlebar and is operated mechanically
This switch activates flashing lights on eithm

only within the prescribed rpm range.
The owner's manual for the imlividual cycle
provides this varying information. The cyclist
should learn to shift by "feeling" 11w speed
and by listening to the sound of the engine.

nil

side of the cycle.
After the bon is completed, the control must
be reterned to the central posNon cancelling
the signal.

2.

C. Speeds

All driving must be accomplished within safe driving speeds. This is 0 speed from which
the cycle can be stopped safely under any condi-

Inexperiencedexyclists concentrating on

3.

numeuvers may forget to cancel the signal.

tion.

This crentes confusion on the part of surrounding motorists and pedestrians and

emergency stop. Fast stops are accomplished by
Sitting square upon the seat
1.

2.. Applying the rear brake, using a steady
p retislire

Headlight and Taillight
3.

The cychst must drive as though he is invisible. Driving with headlight and taillight on at
will help to
day and night
all times
assure maximum visibility.
Keep the headlight in the "low beam" position
during the day time or when meeting oncoming traffic at night.

1.

2.

4.

2.

3.

Standing on the footpegs must be demonstrated by the

instructor before learning cyclist attemfAti the

maneuver.iihis is done 10 prevent shock to the body
while riding over rough surfaces.
A. Maintain a fitm grip on the handlebars.
B. Lift the body from the seat by pushing upward
will; the legs.
C. Keep the knees bent slightly and the lower legs
perpendicular to the pegs.
D. Keep the wrists and arms flexible to cushion the
shock. Uneven or "jerking:' acceleration can result
from hitting bumps. Keeping the wrists and arms
loose will minimize the effects.
E. Return to the seat and normal driving position as
soon as possible. Standing oq the footpegs is only
a temporary measure.

On most late-model cycles either the front or
rear-brake kver will activate the brake light.
The brake light can be used as a signal that the
cyclist is slowing. The brake light should be
flashed by pumping the rear broke pedal.
"Riding the brake" anises the light to stay on,

defeating its purpose as a warning device.
This also cati.ses rapid wear of the brake linings.

HI. Riding at Highway Speeds

Apptying the front brake
Closing the throttle

IV. Standing on the Footpegs

D. Brake Light
1.

Some situations may require the

cyclist to stop quickly. This is not an all-out

creates an linnecessary potential hazard.
Practice giving the electric and hand signals in
conjunction with turns and stops on the range
Were, -driVing in traffit.

4.

C.

Fast Stops

D.

)

.

A. SPeeds attained in this phase will depend upon
the size and layout of the driving area available.

V.

same principles apply to driving at higher
speeds that apply to low-speed driving, but cer-

motorcycle is less stable on uneven surface than
the autothobile because balance is required to keep

tain precautions shouR1 be observed due to the increased speed.
1.

Turtiiv land brakOg must be performed

2.

grathtMly to avoid loss of control.
More time must be allgwed to avoid obstacles.
Aim should vary from one-half city block to

the machine updght. Loss of tractioncan cause a nasty
spill on a motorcycle, whereas miNautomobile might

only slide from sidto side.
A. Some potentialM)stacles are

one-half ale, depending upon speed and
conditions.

4.

.

Avoid quick stops from higher speeds. Plan
stops well in advence.
.The rear brake must be-applied first to prevent loss of control.
To prevent sudden movements and loss of

Riding on Uneven Surfaces and
Enco
ing Roadway Obstacles

.

ft

1.

Sand, mud, and water

More power than normal will be required
to ride through these malerials.
b. Difficulty in bahince and steePing will be
encountered.'
c. Starting and stopping will be difficult.
a,

These materials, enteiing the working
40
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parts of the motorcych . can cause damage
or Cetpi Vt! vear.

Oil slicks become even more sliPlwrY when wet.
The I ro 111 wheel will tend to follow rots in the
roadway. rausing lossof control
Road litter such as leaves and paper can be very
slick, especially when wet.

11_

Loose gravel

2.

1:,11k m loose gra% el tend to occui
The effect is that of riding on marbles

b.
C.

Stopping distances are greatly ilicreased
in loose materials.

The cycle and driver ellrl he severely
damaged in falls oh lOose materials

(-pravel rash- is a term for abrasions incurrad from falling from a cycle).

G. Glass and debris from highway accidents can
cause damage to the tires.

VIII. Carrying a Passentier
A. Beginning drivers should not carry passengers

Bumps and cracks in the road surface
a.
These obstacles should lie observed in ad-

3.

since'lh,e balance and control problems are multi-

ple. Problem§ are compounded when the

vance an(I driven around.
VVhen these obstacles must be travelled

passenger has had no experience riding on a cy-

cle.

over
1)

2)
3)

.

B.

Slow (town before reaching themAttempt to cross at a 900 angle
Do not swerve or leave the traffic lane
to dross

VI. Every Roadway Must Be Considered
a Potential Obstacle
A.
B.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

3.

The passenger's feet must be kept on the

C.

Precautions that the driver must see are strictly

observed
1.
Passenger must wear helmet and eye protection.

decelerate and downshift before reaching an

2.

wherl traveling over rough surfaces, ride at reduced speeds.
avoid abrupt direction changes,
be ready .at all times to maintain balance,
shift- weight from wheel that is encountering an
obstacle;
check traffic before changing lanes: signal when
possible, and
..accelerate only after passing the obstac

passenger footpegs at all times.
Passenger must lean with the driver in turns.
Brakes must be. applied sooner when stop-,

ping.

3.

Passenger may be ridden only on cycles

equipped with a pr2per Seat and footpegs for
two persons.
Passengers !mist not lean unless the driver
does.

4.
5.

Loose pants legs, shoe laces, etc., can become
entangled in the chain.
The passenger muSt not ride side-saddle.

IX.Carrying Other Loads
A.
B.

VII. Other Hazards to Consid4r
A. Accumulated oil and dirt make paved roads most
slippery at the start of a rain.
B. Painted roadway markings become slippery when

C.

All loads must be fastened securely to a luggage
rack or suitable fixture on the cycle.
Packages should be secured to the rear of the cycle to prevent obstruction of vision

Cycle should not be overloaded. Additional
weight affects handling characteristics.

D.."Security of the load should be checked

Wet.

'periodically.
E. Brake and taillights shoUld not be obseuredby the

C. Manhole covers are slipper'Srand become more so
when wet,
.

load.
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4_1
,

Passeager must hold onto waist .or hips of
driver er onto a passenger handhold.

5.

obstacle,
2.

2.

4.

Avoid riding on hazardous surfaces until a level
of proficiency is attained.
Ge.neral rules for driving on hazardous surfaces
1.

Procedures and techniques
1
Start engine before passenger mounts.

UNIT E
RANGE EXERCISES,
I. Session I

Tight serpentine exercise (see exercise 5)
Emergency stop exercise (see exercise 6)
Braking exercise on line (see exercise 7)
Teeterboard exercise "(see exercise 8)
Balaffee beam exercise (see exercise 9)
Serpentine in the dirt (see exercise 10)
Figure 8 in the dirt (see exercise 11)
Riding on the line (see exercise 12)
Log cross-over (see exercise 13)

Exercise, straight line 100 ft.
No(

II. Session II
Repeat exerae, straight line 100 ft,
Circle exercise (see exprcise 1)
Serpentine exercise (see exercise 2)
c)

III. Session III
Funnel7T exercise (see exercise 3)
Figure 41 exercise (see exercise 4)

VI. Session VI

IV. Session IV
. Tighi sekoentine
exercise (see exercise 5)
Emergency stop exercise (see exercise 6)
V, Sespion V
Serpentine exercise (see exercise 2)

.

Repeat teeterb9ard (see exercise 8)
Repeat balance beam (see exercise 9)
Off road
serpentine in dirt (see exercise
10)

figure 8 in dirt (see exercise 11)
circle in dill (see exercise 1)
line riding (see exercise 12)

Exercise 1 -2-- Circle

r'
.43
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Exercise 2

11.

Serpentine

4t,

Exercise 3

Funnel-T

8 ft.

4 ft

3 ft.

15 ft.

r/P)

1,3 ft.

it*

Exercise 4

Figure 8

13 ft.

le)

A

Exercis* 5

Tight SerpentineP'

3-4 ft.
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6 ft.

10

4

4

10 ft.

4

15 ft.

0.

Exercise 6

Exercise 7

Exerdse 8

.12 ff.

Emergency Stop

on Line'

Teeterboard

Exercise 9

Balance Beam

Tight Serpentine
mt-
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Exercise 10

Serpentine in the Dirt

Exercise 11

Figur%) 8 in the Dirt

Refer to 1\ct-ctse 4

Figurc 8
2

Exercise 12

--

Riding on the Lillie

Exercise 13

Log Cross-Over
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